
Eligible Hong Kong Exhibitors can take advantage and apply for the “SME Promotion Funding” to
save up to 50% exhibiting costs for Build4Asia 2024.
For details, kindly visit http://www.smefund.tid.gov.hk

Book your Booth for 2024

Take Proactive Measures to Ensure Workplace Safety
Amidst Heightened Security Challenges in Hong Kong

In light of the ever-changing security landscape
influenced by global inflation and the gradual re-opening
of borders since COVID 19, Hong Kong has
experienced a troubling 50% increase in crime during
the first quarter of 2023 compared to the previous year.
In conjunction with a shortage of security personnel and technology advancements allowing data
breaches to be more commonplace, it has become imperative for businesses across all industries to
prioritise investments in robust security solutions to protect their workplace and assets, both
physically and digitally.

Taking place from 8-10 May 2024 at the HKCEC as a focal sector within Build4Asia, Securitex 2024
presents the perfect opportunity for businesses to expand and upgrade their security infrastructures
with products and solutions from leading security companies across Asia.  

*Source: RTHK News

Exhibit your cutting edge technologies at Hong Kong's most
comprehensive security tradeshow

Biometrics Security Barriers Alarm Systems Locks/ Safes Surveillance
and more!

Book your Booth for 2024

Discover the latest physical security technologies embraced
by forward thinking companies:

Surveillance Cameras & Patrol Robots
Recent developments have brought about advanced
surveillance cameras which include motion detection, full
HD capabilities, integrated alert systems, and more.
Moreover, patrol robots have incorporated sensors that
enable a wide range of integrated functions and effectively
handle blind spots and bolster security presence, reducing
the reliance on human personnel for patrolling
traditionally manned areas.

Biometric Access Control Systems
In the past, corporations relied on cards and fobs for access
control. However, these methods posed risks as they could
be lost or easily duplicated, falling into the wrong hands.
That's why many companies have chosen to adopt
biometric technologies, such as fingerprint, iris, face
detection, or a combination, to prevent unauthorised
access.

Smart Turnstiles - Hybrid is Key
Similarly, biometrics are also a popular option for entrance
control, but they can present challenges when it comes to
staff reluctance to share personal information and
accommodating one-time visitors. That's why a combined
use of mobile-generated dynamic QR codes for turnstiles
is a significant advantage. Unlike static QR codes, dynamic
QR codes have time restrictions and can't be shared
across devices.

Safety concerns surrounding the storage of biometric data
should not deter you in adopting state-of-the-art physical

security measures. Make sure you also invest in
cybersecurity solutions at Build4Asia to protect sensitive

data and your digital assets!

Got Security Technologies to Showcase?
Get in Touch with our Sales Team

Space Only
(min. 18m²)

US$510/m²

Walk-on Package
(min. 9m²)

US$560/m²

Premium Package
(min. 18m²)

US$600/m²

  

  

Build4Asia - Asia’s no.1 Tradeshow for the building, electrical
engineering and security industries provides an interactive platform for
market leaders to showcase cutting-edge technologies and solutions –
from building materials & automation, total surveillance systems to smart
city and green technologies.

Build4Asia 2024 will be co-located with RACE 2024

RACE - Situated at the forefront of innovative retail solutions, this must-
attend event brings together the brightest minds in the retail industry to
explore revolutionary ideas and cutting-edge technologies to ride the new
wave of consumerism in Asia.

 

Organiser: Informa Markets

17/F, China Resources Building,

26 Harbour Road, Wanchai,

Hong Kong

+852 3709 4981

exhibit@Build4Asia.com
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